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Covid-19 secure UK ELT
Lockdown restrictions are
gradually being eased in the
UK with different rules and
restrictions in England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland.
ELT owners and directors are
thinking carefully about how
and when to reopen for faceto-face teaching, making sure
everyone is safe and has a
great experience.
And we are here to help.

We have published detailed
guidance to help our member
centres reopen safely when the
time is right for them.
The date will not be the same for
all English language centres.
Our priority is the safety of UK
ELT students, centre staff and
their local communities.
Thank you to all our international
partners for your understanding
and support in difficult times.
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Current rules in the UK
On Friday 19 June, the UK Government changed the Covid-19 alert from
level four to level three. This means the virus is ‘in general circulation’
and there is a ‘gradual relaxing of restrictions’. Social distancing is
still in place in the UK, and everyone should take precautions and
keep their distance from people outside their household.

i
wash hands regularly

and carry hand sanitiser

wear a face covering

on all public transport

read guidance from your
ELT centre before you travel

1 - 2m
keep your distance
from anyone not
in your household

restaurants, pubs,
hotels, museums
& other attractions
opening on different

dates in each country

friends & family

can meet but where
and with how many
people is different in

each country of the UK

Remember!
The UK includes four
different countries
with different rules -

always check to be sure!

Shops & markets
reopening with
social distancing

rules and on different
dates in each country

Read official guidance:
> England
> Scotland
> Wales
> Northern Ireland

* In England and Northern Ireland, people should either stay 2m apart or ‘1m plus.’ This means where two meters is not possible other
protections should be used, such as a face covering on public transport, screens at reception desks and minimising the amount of time you
spend with people outside your household or bubble.
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English language centres reopening
English UK member centres
in the UK are carefully
planning their courses,
classrooms and activities
to reopen safely for face-toface teaching.
Not all of our members
centres will open at the
same time. Each one will
consider their students,
partners, staff and
community, and open at
the right time for them.

English UK member centres will plan
carefully before reopening
Directors will consider the structure of their
business; the profile of their students; the
location and layout of their premises; and
the wellbeing of their students and staff.
With expert guidance from English UK and UK
authorities, combined with their experience
and professionalism, centres will open at the
right time for staff, students and partners.

English UK is here to help
English UK members will work hard
to provide a Covid-19 secure learning
environment and we will support them.
We have published detailed Covid-19 secure
guidance – covering all aspects of provision
from classrooms, offices and accommodation
to transport, activities and excursions – to
help our member centres reopen safely.
Although there may be setbacks in the return
to normal life, and rules and restrictions
may change, we are here to support you, our
members and ELT students in the UK.

Using a risk assessment to keep
students as safe as possible
It is never possible to completely remove risk.
A risk assessment approach identifies risks
and introduces controls and procedures to
reduce them to an acceptable level.
With expert support, English UK members
are assessing every aspect of their provision,
identifying risks and putting controls in place.

Covid-19 secure in UK ELT: guidance for agents
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Advice for agents
Ask to see your ELT partner’s risk
assessments

Tell your students what to expect at
each stage of their journey

These documents will show you what they
are doing to keep students as safe as
possible. ELT centres should be open and
transparent about the measures they are
taking and what students can expect.

Make sure students know what to expect on
route and on arrival in the UK. They should
be clear on what may happen if there is a
Covid-19 case within their centre or at their
accommodation.

Talk openly with your ELT partners
and review your contracts

Stay up to date and share
information with students

Good communication and strong, clear
agreements are essential.

You can find useful information and updates
on the English UK Covid-19 agent page.

Make sure you review your terms with
your partners to make sure you have no
questions about what will happen in the
case of an outbreak or an infection. This
includes who pays for additional nights’
accommodation or costs incurred.

• Sign up to our agent mailing list
• Follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn
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A Covid-19 secure journey to an
English UK member centre
Before arrival
Visa application centres are gradually
reopening to allow students who need a
visa to study in the UK to apply.
You can find out which centres are open on
the service provider’s website.
Use the TLScontact website for information
about centres in Europe, Africa and parts
of Western Asia, or visit the VFS Global
website for information about centres in
the rest of the world.
> TLScontact website
> VFS Global website

Arrival in the UK

Everyone arriving in the UK must: provide
details of where they are staying for the first 14
days; complete the Public Health Passenger
Locator Form before they travel; and show
their completed form at the UK border, either
printed or on their phone. Information can be
submitted up to 48 hours before arrival.
From 10 July, people arriving in England from
a country or territory on the travel corridors
list will not have to self-isolate.
People arriving from a country that is not
on the list, including a visit or a stop in the
previous 14 days, will have to self-isolate in
their accommodation for 14 days.
Information for travel into Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland may be different.
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A Covid-19 secure stay in the UK
Using public transport

Homestay accommodation

Face coverings are mandatory on public
transport in England and Scotland, and
recommended in Wales and Northern Ireland.

Our Covid-19 secure guidelines advise
member centres to offer students single
room homestay accommodation, unless
they are coming from the same household.

Using ELT centre transfers
Our Covid-19 secure guidelines for member
centres includes best practice on how to
operate transfers safely.
Students should be aware that the person
meeting them will not be able to greet them
with physical contact, such as a handshake,
or help them with their luggage.

It is important that students provide medical
forms with information of any pre-existing
medical conditions.

Residential accommodation
All residential accommodation needs to
be in single rooms. Centres have been
advised to perform risk assessments for all
residential spaces and consider providing
hand-sanitisers and managing arrival and
departure times to avoid crowding.
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A Covid-19 secure language centre
Social distancing is in place in
the UK. Everyone is required
to keep their distance
from people outside their
household. For students, this
means keeping their distance
from other people at their
ELT centre, in the classroom
and in public spaces.
English UK member centres will use
new measures to reduce risk
These may include:
• Protective screens or virtual receptions
• Signs and floor markings showing
social distance requirements
• Asking students to arrive, leave and
have lunch at different times
• One-way systems for stairs/ corridors
• Much more frequent cleaning
• Hand sanitiser available in the centre.

Reducing risk with ‘bubbles’
Students who study together may be asked
to stay together for breaks, lunches and
activities. There may be fewer teacher
changes and less flexibility about moving
groups or classes.
A successful ‘bubble’ approach will mean
that ELT centres can limit the impact of
possible Covid-19 outbreaks.

Social activities will be risk
assessed and adapted
The ELT centre will plan student activities
around the social-distancing rules in their
area. They may use ‘bubbles’ to reduce risk.
There may be fewer excursions or activities
that require transport. If excursions are
possible, face coverings may be required for
some visitor attractions.

Students will need to sociallydistance in the classroom
Desks and seats will probably be further
apart in the classroom than usual and class
sizes may be smaller.
Students may be asked to use the same
table each day and to avoid sharing
stationery and equipment.
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In the case of a Covid-19 outbreak
Students need to be
prepared for the possibility
of an outbreak while they
are in the UK.
If there is a confirmed case of Covid-19
at an ELT centre or in an accommodation
setting, a local government Public Health
Protection team will assess the situation.
They will tell the centre management what to
do to protect the students and community.

come into close contact with someone with
Covid-19 or if there is a confirmed infection in
their ‘bubble’, class or accommodation.
This is because it can take 14 days for
symptoms to appear. If the number of
Covid-19 cases increases in a particular area,
authorities may impose social distancing
measures and restrictions (‘local lockdown’).

If a student shows symptoms of
Covid-19

If an ELT centre is following guidelines on
infection prevention and control, it may not
be necessary to close the whole centre.

They will be tested and may need to self -isolate
for at least seven days in their accommodation
depending on the result. Members of the
household who are not showing symptoms
must self-isolate for 14 days.

Students may be required to self-isolate in
their accommodation for 14 days if they have

Students may need to extend their
accommodation and pay for the extension.
> Visit the NHS website for more information
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Find out more:
englishuk.com/coronavirus/agents
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